
 



Indeed, the ancient young planet earth once was one big landmass small planet. 

Before sin spill on earth. Long before the land became a divided lands. The same for 

how YAH’s creation people who were once one tribe, one culture, and one language 

who knew the Creator Father’s Name  (which pronounce like Yah-OO-ah 

YAHUAH). Before they became the divided tribe of people with difference belief, 

cultures, and languages because they disobedience  way of life. They have has 

caught blood on their hand and spilled blood on earth which shakiness cursed the 

world to divided.  

You might not believe this, but would you believe that our or your nation(s) would end 

up divided again? Just as how our long past ancestor came from one foreign land 

before it became a divided land? Because of how variety of people have difference 

beliefs and way of life. If yes, therefore you should also agree to what had happened to 

the ancient earthly world.  

 

We cannot deny that earth was once 

looked like it was one landmass planet. 

Because of how every continent of the 

lands around the world puzzle looked like it 

was once connected. We also know that 

earth have had numbers of earthquake 

which had shaken the landscape apart. 

We also have seen how a volcano has 

erupted with lava and this lava can expand 

create a new landscape. This is how and 

why we see under the deep sea of ocean; 

the landscape below has this many mark 

pattern that connected all the way up to 

the earthly soil ground. That is a sign of how 

the earth expand grow like a balloon.  

 

Another way to identify how and why this can 

be true. Notice the pyramid in Brazil and El 

Castillo in Yucatan, Mexico along with other 

Pyramid cross the sea far land where ancient 

people also had built a Pyramid like. Like a 

Pyramid of Khufu in Cairo, Egypt or Prang 

Temple (Koh Ker Temple) in Koh Ker, 

Cambodia as well. There are more pyramids 

discovered around the world. People far back 

in ancient day, were not yet able to travel in 

far cross sea. How did the people who build Pyramid of Giza in Egypt 



these pyramid(s) have the same ability and skills to build just like the other far land 

civilized people have built? Plus, these civilized people also seem to look alike as well. 

Like how and why the ancient Brazilian people looked like Asian people? The only 

logical answer to that, people once walked a far land before the land was divided 

apart.    

Let look at TANAKH (the Old Testament) early timeline history, we know earth once had 

a huge major earthquake during the time of Noah. The great flood of Noah’s day. 

 had to destroy the great evildoer on earth, HE has only saved pickler number of 

animals and eight people in the ark of huge ship. All the rest of the earthly animals and 

people were swallowed up in flood of water (Genesis chapter 6, 7 and 8). Please don’t 

fall on the so-called big-bang theory and the disappearing dinosaur after the big 

asteroid impacted earth 50 or 100 million years ago. These are men own scientific 

theory without the scripture books evidence.  

You will find more earthquake events that happen on earth throughout the scripture 

books, here are five example 1st Kings 19:11-12, Isaiah 29:6, Ezekiel 38:19, Amos 1:1, and 

Zechariah 14:5 all has these example. Even the scripture books mentioned earth has 

swallowed up the rebellious people as well. The earth landscape had shift move and 

change ever since.  

Once again, our earthly planet once was smaller size planet than it is now. Because we 

have seen all kinds of evidence here. It like the planet earth is continuing to build more 

landscape. However, it might not continue forever because one day earth will no 

longer deal with sin. The nature of sin will be destroyed by ’s plan. Satan and the 

rest of 1/3 of the evil angels will be gone as well. Earth will somehow be renewed, but 

will it go back to the oriental size or just stop building?  


